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The American judiciary traditionally had a laissez-faire approach toward the admissibility of most categories of expert testimony. This approach ended in federal courts when the U.S. Supreme Court adopted a reliability test for the admissibility of expert testimony in a series of three decisions: Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., General Electric Co. v. Joiner, and Kumho Tire Co., Ltd., v. Carmichael. An amendment to Federal Rule of Evidence 702 in 2000 then codified a stringent interpretation of the “Daubert trilogy.” Many states also have adopted some version of the Daubert reliability test. Given that expert testimony is crucial to modern civil and criminal litigation, the emergence of the Daubert–702 reliability test for expert testimony is probably the most radical, sudden, and consequential change in the modern history of the law of evidence.

Contrary to many early predictions, the consequences of Daubert and its progeny have been quite positive. The Daubert test has had a particularly dramatic effect on toxic tort litigation in which plaintiffs rely on speculative theories of causation. Amended Rule 702 resolves the controversy over the admissibility of such evidence by stating that expert testimony is admissible only if “the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.” Because speculation is by definition unreliable, this standard suggests that speculative testimony by plaintiffs’ experts is not admissible under Rule 702.

As a result, toxic tort litigation based on dubious scientific theories has started to wither. Such legal atrocities as the Bendectin and breast implant litigation could not have emerged under the current Rule 702 regime. Moreover, Daubert considerations have been critical in uncovering massive fraud in the silicosis litigation, and may yet result in a reining in of the out-of-control asbestos madness.

More generally, courts nationwide are taking seriously their obligation to serve as gatekeepers who filter unsound expert witness testimony in a wide range of areas. Testimony that was routinely admitted before Daubert—such as expert testimony by engineers in products liability litigation—is now met with great skepticism in Daubert jurisdictions, unless the expert can point to objective support for his claims. Indeed, contrary to pre-Daubert practice, all expert testimony, ranging from economics to forensic techniques to psychological testimony, is now scrutinized for reliability before admitted into court. The result has been a significant decline in the presentation of “quackspertise” in the courts.

Nevertheless, Daubert has several significant limitations. First, many state courts have declined to adopt it, and have instead retained more liberal rules of admissibility, some of which amount to a “let-it-all-in” philosophy. Second, some federal judges simply refuse to acknowledge the sea change that has occurred in the law of expert testimony, and continue to rely on older, more inclusionary precedents. Third, Daubert has been ineffective in limiting the use of junk science by prosecutors in criminal cases. Finally, Daubert is a poor match for certain kinds of expert testimony. Specifically, Rule 702 and the Daubert trilogy are ill-equipped to deal with “connoisseur” testimony that arises from a legitimate field of expertise, but whose reliability is ultimately dependent on the personal credibility of the testifying expert. Each of these limitations will be addressed in turn.

I. State Courts’ Failure to Adopt Daubert/Rule 702

Plaintiff attorneys, often allied with prosecutors, have fought every effort to adopt the Daubert trilogy and amended Rule 702 at the state level. Daubert opponents have inertia on their side, and Daubert’s reception has been particularly unfriendly in some of the most populous and influential states, such as California, Florida, Illinois, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania.

The result is a hodgepodge. At one extreme, some states such as Wisconsin apply a qualifications-only test, meaning that any marginally qualified expert can testify to just about anything without meaningful judicial oversight. Most other non-Daubert states apply the older Frye “general acceptance” test, which requires that expert testimony be generally accepted in the relevant scientific community. Unfortunately, in most jurisdictions Frye is not a significant barrier to the admissibility of junk science.

Some courts limit the application of the Frye rule to “novel” forms of expertise. Courts in other states have held that Frye only applies to “scientific” expertise, and then define such expertise extremely narrowly.

The Kansas Supreme Court even held that a physician’s testimony—claiming that ingestion of the drug Parlodel caused a woman’s death—was exempt from Frye because it was not based on scientific evidence but was instead his “pure opinion.” This peculiar outcome seems to suggest that the less objective the basis for an expert’s scientific opinion, the less judicial scrutiny it should receive!

Even when courts do apply Frye, experts can usually evade the rule by claiming reliance on a “generally accepted” scientific methodology (such as high-dose animal studies to find suspected carcinogens) and then using it in a generally unaccepted way (extrapolating from the results of such a study to proving cancer causation in a human exposed to a much lower dose). In contrast, under Rule 702, federal judges are required to ensure that the expert “has applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.”
As a result of state courts’ failure to embrace Daubert, plaintiff attorneys with dubious claims are engaging in heroic efforts to avoid diversity jurisdiction and bring their claims in state rather than federal court. If state courts want to avoid becoming the dumping ground for junk science and quackspertise, they need to either enforce a stricter version of the Frye test, or, better yet, adopt amended Rule 702. It is particularly unfortunate that prosecutors have been the leading opponents of adoption of Rule 702. For reasons discussed below in Part III, prosecutors are probably exaggerating how much practical effect Rule 702 would have on prosecutions. But, to the extent Rule 702 would exclude bad expert testimony in criminal cases, prosecutors should be supportive of that goal. Relying on junk science may occasionally help prosecutors secure a conviction, but securing convictions based on quackspertise is hardly the way to promote justice.

II. Federal Judges’ Refusal to Follow Rule 702

Some federal judges, whether out of ignorance, poor briefing by the parties, or willful defiance, refuse to apply, or fail to apply, amended Rule 702 to contested expert evidence. Consider, just as an example, one recent Federal Circuit opinion, Liquid Dynamics Corp. v. Vaughan Co., Inc. The Liquid Dynamics Corp. court cited the 1993 Daubert opinion as the last word on the admissibility of expert testimony. Meanwhile, the Court ignored the text of amended Rule 702, and ignored the later cases in the Daubert trilogy. As a result, the court concluded that the objection that an expert “used the wrong equations to run his… analysis of the engine’s aerodynamic properties” goes to weight, not admissibility. Yet Rule 702, as amended, specifically states that expert testimony is only admissible if “the witness has applied the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.”

Relatedly, Liquid Dynamics Corp. cited Daubert for the proposition that “the focus of a court’s inquiry into the relevance and reliability of scientific evidence must be solely on principles and methodology, not on the conclusions that they generate.” The court failed to recognize however, that amended Rule 702 requires that judges scrutinize an expert’s reasoning process. Moreover, the 1997 Joiner case stated that “conclusions and methodology are not entirely distinct from one another,” and that courts could reject testimony even when based on what, in general, may be a reliable methodology, if it was misused in a particular case. Liquid Dynamics Corp. also relied on a 1986 Eighth Circuit opinion for the proposition that as a general matter inadequacies in expert testimony, especially if they can be vigorously contested at trial, are a matter of weight, not admissibility. In terms of the evolution of federal expert evidence law, 1986, seven years before Daubert, might as well be 1800.

A similar scenario arose in a federal district court in Riley v. Target Corp. in 2006. In Riley, the defendant challenged the admissibility of the plaintiffs’ physician’s “differential diagnosis” under Rule 702. The court found that the methodology of differential diagnosis is a generally reliable one. It then added that any weaknesses in how the expert extrapolated from the differential diagnosis go to the weight of his testimony, not its admissibility.

The court’s holding directly contradicts the language of amended Rule 702, as well as the Supreme Court’s Joiner opinion. To justify its ruling, Riley cited a pre-Joiner 1995 circuit court case for the proposition that “[f]aults in an expert’s use of differential etiology as a methodology or lack of textual authority for his opinion go to the weight, not the admissibility, of his testimony.” Even worse, the court, directly contradicting Daubert, much less amended Rule 702, contended that “[o]nly if an expert’s opinion is ‘so fundamentally unsupported that it can offer no assistance to the jury’ must such testimony be excluded.” The supporting precedent quoted by the court originated in a pre-Daubert case from 1988.

To the extent that courts such as the two discussed above are failing to apply modern rules for the admissibility of expert evidence out of ignorance, it behooves attorneys arguing before them to do a better job of informing them about Rule 702. Various judicial education projects could also, apparently, be doing a better job at disseminating information about Daubert and its progeny. To the extent this judicial misfeasance is willful, an obvious solution is for higher courts and colleagues to police judges who refuse to follow the law. Legal scholars and commentators should also criticize such judges, constructively.

III. The Impotence of Rule 702

With Regard to Forensic Science

Forensic science is important evidence in a very large fraction of criminal law cases. Unfortunately, as various scandals suggest and various studies conclude, too often forensic scientists present unreliable or biased testimony. One problem is that many frequently used forensic techniques have not been proven reliable and have high rates of error when tested. And even when forensic experts use reliable techniques, testimony based on these techniques is often flawed. A recent article neatly summarizes several reasons forensic testimony is so problematic: 14

- Each jurisdiction typically has just one forensic laboratory; the absence of competition reduces the incentive to perform well.
- Forensic labs are usually attached to police departments and therefore depend on the police department for their budgets, which naturally leads to a desire to please the police, even at the cost of honesty and thoroughness.
- Quality control is weak at most forensic labs.
- Forensic scientists often know what result they are “supposed” to reach, which can lead to an unconscious bias in interpretations of test results, or even conscious fraud.
- The scientist who performs a particular test typically also interprets the results of the test, reducing the odds that anomalies will be discovered.

In short, even when forensic scientists are using reliable techniques, forensic science testimony is subject to significant unconscious bias by experts seeking to help their bosses, the prosecutors. Moreover, the structure of the forensic science system means that such bias, or even outright fraud, is likely to go undiscovered.
Rule 702 and the Daubert trilogy’s solution to these problems is to provide a reliability test for all expert testimony, including forensic testimony. Enforced strictly and universally, this test would dramatically improve the quality of expert forensic testimony. In practice, however, defense attorneys are rarely successful at challenging the admissibility of prosecution forensic science. The problem is not simply that courts are too inclined to admit prosecution testimony (though perhaps they are). Rather, defense attorneys often fail to challenge the admissibility of questionable testimony to begin with.

The effectiveness of Rule 702 depends on enforcement by competent attorneys willing and able to expend sufficient time and resources to challenge unreliable testimony. Unfortunately, defense attorneys rarely meet this ideal. Public defenders, for example, are frequently “inexperienced, overworked, and underpaid.”20 These attorneys often do not have the resources to investigate, much less challenge, forensic testimony proffered by the prosecution. Court-appointed defense attorneys also operate under severe resource constraints if they seek to challenge the prosecution’s expert testimony.

To make matters even more unbalanced, most forensic scientists are affiliated with crime labs controlled by the prosecution and are prohibited from assisting defendants.21 As Peter Neufeld concludes, “If no one challenges the speculative science or scientist, there is nothing for a gatekeeper to tend to. Thus, the principal failing of Daubert is its misplaced reliance [in the context of forensic science] on a robust adversarial system to expose bad science.”22

Unfortunately, there are no easy fixes to the problem of quackspertise in forensic science testimony—the entire system needs an overhaul. (For those interested in the possibilities for reform, two good sources for proposals are Paul C. Giannelli’s article “Wrongful Convictions and Forensic Science” in the North Carolina Law Review (2007), and Roger Koppl’s “How to Improve Forensic Science” in the European Journal of Law & Economics (2005). The latter article relies on sound economic reasoning in its reform proposals.)

IV. Daubert and “Connoisseur” Testimony

A great deal of expert testimony in American courts is based solely on an expert’s experience and training, what I call connoisseur testimony. The most significant feature of connoisseur testimony is that it has no objective basis, and, given selection bias (i.e., that parties only hire expert witnesses whom they know agree with their position in the case), the underlying reliability of connoisseur testimony in any given case is completely opaque. Unless a connoisseur expert is intentionally lying, cross-examination is unlikely to reveal any flaws in the expert’s testimony.

Enforcement of Rule 702’s reliability requirement for connoisseur testimony involves three steps. The first is to determine whether anyone can do what the expert purports to be able to do.23 Second, just because the field of expertise is legitimate does not mean that the expert in question is competent. There are at least three ways a court can ensure that an expert can reliably do what she claims to be able to do.24 First, the court can require the expert to prove her ability. Second, if a private company hires someone to perform the task at issue, that should create at least a presumption that the expert is competent. Finally, the expert can present the results of reliable proficiency tests she has completed.

The third and most problematic issue faced by courts charged with enforcing Rule 702 is the requirement that an expert relies on “sufficient facts or data” and “appl[ies] the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case.”25 Given that connoisseur experts inherently rely on their training and experience, they are incapable of presenting any “facts or data” to the court or showing the court how they reliably applied any principle or method to the facts of the case. To illustrate, Professor David Crump suggests a hypothetical dialogue with a perfume-sniffing expert based on the Rule 702 standard:

Q: Mr. Perfume Sniffer, the Supreme Court says that I must first ask you whether (1) your testimony identifying perfumes by the nasal method is based upon “sufficient facts or data.”
A: Well, I sniffed the perfume. Is that “sufficient facts or data?”
Q: And (2) I have to ask you whether your testimony is the product of “reliable principles and methods.”
A: Look. I smelled Chanel No. 5. I know I smelled Chanel No. 5.
Q: And did you “apply the principles and methods reliably to the facts of the case?”
A: I used my nose. That’s all I can do.26

As this example illustrates, contrary to the requirements of Rule 702, most connoisseurs cannot explain how their “experience is reliably applied to the facts” in any given case; instead, they implicitly need the presiding judge to simply take their word for it. Rule 702, however, forbids a judge to do so.

Not surprisingly, many courts have not fully assimilated Rule 702’s requirements into their assessment of the admissibility of connoisseur testimony. The Rule requires an extremely dramatic shift from the previous practice of routinely allowing qualified connoisseurs to testify to essentially banning all testimony by adversarial connoisseur experts. Eventually, however, the text of the rule will prevail over courts’ inertia, and courts will increasingly exclude connoisseur testimony.

Yet to the extent that connoisseurs can provide reliable, useful information to the jury, completely banning their testimony is almost as foolish as simply allowing a battle of the experts with no objective way for the trier of fact to determine who is correct. Rather, connoisseur testimony is a perfect arena for judges to use their power under Federal Rule of Evidence 706 (and state equivalents) to appoint nonpartisan experts. If five nonpartisan expert perfume-sniffers agree that the scent at issue is Chanel No. 5, that information would be extremely useful to the jury.

CONCLUSION

The “Daubert Revolution” has dramatically cut down on the use of junk science in federal court, especially in toxic torts and products liability cases. Unfortunately, however, the Daubert trilogy and Rule 702 are still the minority rule in the states, some federal judges ignore the reliability requirements Daubert imposes on them, Daubert has not done much to alleviate the problem of forensic science quackspertise, and Daubert is ill-suited to dealing with problems attendant to
“connoisseur experts.” These problems demand resolution before one can conclude that the Daubert revolution is complete.
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